
SOLUTIONS FOR HOME AUTOMATION

MANAGE YOUR HOME



ENGINEERING
of system for home automation
	Investigation
	Design
	Supply
	Assembling
	Programming
	Configuring
	Installation on site
	Putting in operation

The name "home automation" is usually used to designate the things 
and activities in our home that we can automate. For years there have 
been some basic solutions - timer lamps, programmable thermostats, 
etc. Recently there is an intensive expansion of intelligent technologies 
for home automation aimed towards mass consumers.

Our Home automation system let you get rid of some of your duties, 
save money, make your daily life easier and you are more informed. 
With its help and further developed applications you can solve specific 
problems - such as tracking the performance of certain activities  
or algorithms.

The establishment of a home automation system starts with defining 
of the functionalities it must possess and the means you are willing to 
put in it. Our system is modular. It will help you by doing instead of you 
functions of monitoring, measurement, control, notification, reporting, 
and more. The system can be expanded and upgraded over the time.

It is particularly important for the system to be reliably protected 
against external malicious invasions such as hacker attacks for 
example. Our solution does not use cloud services, you contact 
directly with your home server.
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 CONSUMPTION 
electrical energy: 2450 W
gas: 112 l/hour
water: 17 l/hour
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WHAT
THE HOME AUTOMATION SYSTEM DOES?

SECURITY, COMFORT, COSINESS,
HEALTH
The system performs instead of the occupants:
	Management of heating systems, ventilation  

and conditioning
	Monitoring and management of the quality and purity 

of the air - CO2, VOC, PM
	Access Control - smart locks
	Lighting and sun protection management
	Control of lamps with actuators, lamps with built-in IP
	Control of boiler and solar installation - temperature 

and water pressure, night tariff, heating to an  
appropriate degree according to the occupants' needs
	Tracking of analytical parameters concerning health 

and behaviour of the occupants (children, elderly) and 
their healthy status
	Pet monitoring – water temperature in the aquarium, 

food feeding, etc.
		Control of parameters in extra premises - garage, 

basement, swimming-pool
	And much more.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
The system collects data from all measuring devices, sensors and
actuators and logs them in a database. On the screen of a
dedicated panel, mobile device (phone, tablet), or computer
you can see the current values of the readings of measurers,
sensors and actuators, you can monitor the history of the
parameters in graphical and tabular form and make reports for
past periods.

FUNCTION "IRRIGATE"
Remote control of the installations in your garden - even when
you are out of the country. Via Internet you can see the amount
of the moisture in control points in your garden, turn on and off
the irrigation system, fill the water tank with water for irrigation.
The irrigation functions can also be performed automatically
according to the degree of soil dryness. The system can also tell
you about other factors affecting your plants - temperature and
amount of solar radiation.
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FUNCTION "LEAVE"
Allows you to leave your home in a safe state:
	Closes the water and gas taps, switches off current consumer
			Turns to a pre-set mode the sun protection, lighting,  

electrical appliances
	Activates the security system and certain sensors
			Supports the heating of each home zone in limits set in advance.

In this mode, in case of occurring of an event, the system will
trigger an alarm and will send a message.

FUNCTION "ENTER"
Disables the alarm system, switches on the main lighting
depends on the current hour of the day or night.
	 Turns on the power supply, water, gas, sets the lights,  

heating, ventilation in pre-defined limits of comfort 
	Launches other functions as desired by users.

HOW IT WORKS?
Your interface to the home automation system is on the screen
of your phone or tablet. You have:
	A set of screens: general screen and detailed screens, with status in-

formation, parameters for electricity, climate in each room, presence 
of movement, lighting, safety (flood, smoke, CO2, etc.)
	Visualisation of current values of variables: power, voltage, current, 

energy, current value, estimated monthly price, open doors and win-
dows, etc.
	Trend visualisation about: power, voltage, predicted monthly price, 

etc.
	Change of temperature assignments, schedules
	List of alarms, with colours for better presentation, time of occur-

rence, time of acquaintance
	Appearance of a message on the screen upon occurrence of certain 

events
	Alarm notification at occurring of certain events by light signalisa-

tion and sending of a message to a list of phones and emails
	Tools for turning on and off modes and actuators that were set up in 

advance.

A CONNECTION TO SERVER IS NOT NECESSARY.
The system can run in absence of Internet, the PLC works and  
is not controlled from the outside. There is no requirement  
to the computer to operate continuously.
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